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have been used for backhaul, cell communication, and other high speed communication. With the advent of 5G communication,
millimeter-wave frequencies such as 60-GHz band have been attracting attention as possible candidate for next-generation
wireless networks. The traditional application for 60-GHz band is point-to-point communication. Some typical scenarios have
been cited in a recent 5G white paper. There exist some traditional channel models for 3G and 4G communication. However, 5G
has a new channel model (the outdoor-to indoor channel model, or O2I) that has not been clearly studied. Some conventional
channel measurements have been conducted for this new band. Two measurement systems in the 60-GHz band for penetration
loss and small-scale measurement for different scenarios are presented. By analyzing our measurement data, we can prove that
the O2I channel does not generate new paths and only add some material penetration loss.
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generation technology. The 60-GHz band is used

1 Introduction

world-wide for ultra-high-capacity point-to-point
[1]

communications[2]. For example, the IEEE802.11ad

has led to a large demand for mobile communication.

standard has been defined for 60-GHz band, and

To satisfy the increasing demand for data , 5G (the

products based on this standard are currently

next generation technology) may support radically

available. Thus, the propagation characteristics of the

different techniques over the current generations.

60-GHz band should be studied in detail. With the

Recent trends in RF technology have enabled the

advent of 5G mobile communications[3], a new mode

  

of transmission has appeared: that is O2I (Outdoor-

The remarkable success of wireless technologies

 ">   +| \?    

The use of higher frequencies and big bands for

To-Indoor) point-to-point communications.

communication, enable the 60-GHz band (almost 7

A recent 5G white paper presented a brief overview

GHz of the spectrum) to be an important part of next-

of the channel properties of some traditional channels
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such as O2O (Outdoor-To-Outdoor), InH ( Indoor
|   " # | Q        

a calibration is necessary for our study. Different
methods for our measurement will be presented.

outdoor to indoor channel can use the same channel
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2.1 Measurement setup

"  #  Q

This would make the additional building penetration

The setup to measure the penetration loss is depicted

loss the only difference between O2O and O2I.

in Fig.1. The measurement system utilizes an analog

Conducting a channel measurement campaign

signal generator on transmitter and a spectrum

is an extremely important method to better

analyzer on the receiver. The system is able to

understand the characteristics of a mm-Wave

measurement a frequency range of 57 to 64 GHz.
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material

have measured other mmW channel. In this paper,
we conduct some special experiments to study
the characteristics of 60-GHz outdoor-to-indoor
propagation. We analysis the channel statistics
results and draw a conclusion.

analog
signal
generator
E8257D

Figure 1

Our main contributions are as follows.

Tx

Rx

M1970
V

spectrum
analysis
N9030A

Schematic diagram of the penetration loss

measurement

1) We take some measurements for various
materials[4] ?          

During the measurement, a sweep frequency is

some special phenomenon. By analyzing the results,

created by signal generator E8257D, which cover

we explain the phenomenon of uneven penetration

the measurement range. The output power of the

measurement.

RF signal is 0 dBm. In the receiver the RF signal is
[5]

of the

downconverted using a waveguide harmonic mixers

two conditions for whether a door is open or closed

"*¤Q    ?    ?     

is also studied. We compare the two measurements

by a spectrum analysis.

2) In addition, the small-scale character

for different materials in different scenarios. By

The measurement setup for a small scale is

analyzing the characteristics of the mutipath of

depicted in Fig.2. We use two mixers to down-convert

60-GHz, we conclude that O2I channel does not add

the signal, and two horn antennas with a gain of 25

new multipaths.

dBi and its HPBW is 30º. The measured data is stored

#      

    >   

     "=}='[6].

that an O2I channel should be just an O2O channel or
InH channel, and that they add a penetration loss of
material.

2 Measurement system
In this section, we will explain the two measurement
systems, the measurement setup, and its basic
principle including the parameters that influence
the channel measurement. Before the measuring,

Figure 2 Schematic diagram of small scale measurement
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.

(2)

The measurement principle of penetration loss

The original channel transfer function is

satisfies a far-field antenna. The principle can be

represented by H(fC) and fC=fstart+B/2, and the step

2

describe using the formula d ı 2D /. For 60-GHz,
the wavelength is 5 mm, In the formula, D is the max

of sampled is fstep.The IFFT-window H W(f) was an

antenna size, which for our antenna is 10 cm. Thus,

represents the rectangular function. The time-domain

we can get that, the distance-d meet the principle

[7]

option in post processing, and the operator’s “rect”
channel impulse response

2

d ı 2×0.05 /0.005=1 is necessary.
The measurements were taken in different place to
ensure the accuracy of results. We put some absorbing

.

(3)

material around the measuring instruments to absorb
the reflection path. During the measurement, the

The operator “ ” represent the convolution, and
the final impulse response is influenced by both the

antenna was statistic.
By measure two conditions (open door and closed
door), we can get two sets of data, PLO for the data of
the open door, and PLI      

    

IFFT window hw(f#

   ÎBt) term.

By use the IFFT and some suitable methods to
proceeding the date of H VNA(f), the time domain
transfer function h(t) will be obtained.

penetration loss as follows:
PL=PLOPLI .

(1)

2.3 Calibration

The measurement principle of the smale scale test
is to simulate a wideband signal through a channel

Initially, the result for the penetration loss[9] is also

under test for a certain period of time, and to measure

calibrated by Eq.(1). The transfer function HVNA( f ), it

the amplitude and phase of the VNA (Vector Network

consists of the particular function of the measurement

Analyzer) output. Since the VNA can measure [8]

chain as follows:

the complex amplitude at any frequency, we can
determine the S 12 parameter, which is the same
as sampling the channel transfer function H(f).
After the VNA finishes a frequency sweep, Npoints
complex amplitudes and phases of the frequencies
f=i·fstep+fstar(i=0Npoints1) are available. The fstart, fstep,
and Npoints represent the starting measured frequency,
the sweep frequency step, and the number of
measured frequencies.
For a better understanding of the properties of the
measured impulse, we use an aperture function of the
VNA from the aspect of communication theory. The
channel transfer function measured by the VNA can
be given by the formula as follows:
·

HVNA= Hv( f )·H"( f )·HC( f ).

(4)

Hv( f ) and H"( f ) represent the transfer function
of the VNA front ends and mixer. HC( f ) represent
all transfer functions of all cables used, and HC( f )
represents the actual transfer function of the actual
channel. Since HC( f ) is the only function of interest,
a calibration step is necessary to eliminating the other
functions.
A back-to-back calibration can be done after the
measurement. In the calibration measurement, Tx
and Rx can be connected to each other via a waveguide.
The calibration data HCAL( f ) can be obtained from the
calibration and consists of two terms HV( f )·H"( f )·
H C( f #
  

  {   
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HTF( f )=HVNA/HCAL( f )+30.

(5)

Lab, which is located in Chengdu, Sichuan. In these

In order to obtain omnidirectional channel infor-

measurements, Tx and Rx were 1.5 m high, and their

mation, the receiver must collect data for a 360°

positions can be seen in Fig.3. The distance between

rotation with a sampling scale of 5°. By fitting the

Tx and Rx is 3 m.

different perspectives of information, we can obtain
substantial omnidirectional channel information.
Tx
1.5 m

2.4 System analysis

1.5 m

Before we start our measurement, it is necessary
to analyze the validity and accuracy of our channel
measurement system.
processing of system (which were described in the

6m

The calibration of the system and some post

0.65 m

Rx
2.5 m

preamble), that two term can make sure the data
we measured is validity. Except the methods of
processing data, we sample data for 360° with an
angular step of 5° for each receiver site.
The accuracy of our measurement system requires
that we develop an automatic control system for angle

Figure 4 Schematic diagram of measurement of meeting
room with wooden doors

rotation.

3.2 Small scale measurement
These measurements were conducted in two different
locations: a meeting room with doors (see the
schematic in Fig.4), and a meeting room with glass
(see the schematic in Fig.5). For these measurements,
Figure 3

Rx and Tx locations for the penetration loss

Tx and Rx were 1.5 m high. The distance between Tx

measurement

and Rx was 3 m.

3 Measurement scenarios

4 Measurement results

Two channel measurements were performed. One

The calibrated data of the penetration loss are

was for the penetration and the other was for a small

presented in Fig.6. We measured the penetration

scale.

loss of three common materials: wooden doors,
monolayer-glass and double-height transparent glass.

3.1 Penetration loss measurement

In observing the test results found in the 50~67 GHz
band, the penetration loss for different materials

These measurements were conducted in Huawei 2012

exhibited different degrees of volatility, and with
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increasing frequency have a rising trend. Given

eddy. It increases with the frequency and shield

this wide band with increasing penetration loss and

thickness. The reflective shield is determined by

volatility, we can explain this phenomenon using

the metal shield and shield potter vitro medium

electromagnetic shielding theory.

degree of inconsistency. The greater the difference
in the waveguide properties of the two materials, the
       ^ 

  ? 

   _      ^  
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f

Figure 5 Schematic diagram of measurement of meeting

?  ?_  Q  

room with glass doors

shield

   

 ^ 

The difference between the O2O channel or the
20

InH channel and the O2I channel is that the signal

wooden doors
monolayer glass
double-height transparent glass

18

crosses some material. Thus, a test for two situations

16

(open or closed door). We tested two scenarios,

power loss/dB

14

(Fig.4 and Fig.5). Finally, the processed data for two

12

materials are presented in Fig.8 to Fig.13.
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Figure 6 Penetration of different materials
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phenomenon as a shielding effect of a square object.
An electromagnetic shielding effect can be divided
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into two parts: an absorption shield and a reflective
The distance between the Tx and Rx horn antennas

shield, its formula is as follows:
(6)

is 3 m, so the first path must be within 9 ns in

Absorption shielding is a result of the heat-

LOS channel. The IFFT transport, may introduce

shielding effect of an electromagnetic shielding

interference before the first path. Thus, we only

S=SnS0 .
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is detailed in Fig.10 and Fig.11. By extracting three

the main three path have the same delay while only

major diameters of power and delay, we obtain

have different power.

the information in Tab.1 and Tab.2. The difference

azimuth/°

two situations (opened and closed) in Fig.8 and Fig. 9,

between main the main three paths of the two

350

-50

300

-60

250

-70

200

-80

situations, differ by 11 dB, which is similar to the

150

-90

penetration loss of the wooden door.

100

the wooden door is 12~16 dB in the wideband of
50~67 GHz. The power of the main path in the two

-100

50
0

situations is just the power. The penetration loss of

-110
0

10

20
30
delay/ns

40

 



X: 9
Y: -48.88

-50
-60
power/dB

-70

the spread shrinks somewhat.
  * "         

 



path number

  

second path

third path

delay/ns

9

14.5

19.5

power/dB

48.88

62.35

62.74

To further validate our measurement results,

-80

a similar measurement was conducted for the

-90

monolayer-glass door (see Fig.5), and the results

-100

    ?*%

-110

 ?*      

similar to that for the wooden door, and all profiles

-120
-130
0

the two situations. When the wooden door is closed,

50

? ¤ @           
-40

Tab.3 lists the delay spread and angle spread of

10

20

30

40

50

have three main path.

delay/ns

Figure 10 PDP of omnidirectional channel in situation with
open wooden door
-50
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power/dB

-70

X: 9
Y: -59.73

  % "         

 

path number

  

second path

third path

delay/ns

9

14.5

19.5

power/dB

59.73

73.35

73.82

Table 3 Spread parameter of wooden door

-80
-90

spread parameter

open

close

-100

delay spread/ns

9.2

6.49

-110

angle spread/°

18.114 1

14.861 5

-120
0



For a detailed data describe of PDP, similar results
10
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delay/ns

40

50

Figure 11 PDP of omnidirectional channel in close wooden
door situation

can be seen in Fig.14 and Fig.15. It is very clear
that the three main paths are similar to those of the
wooden door situation.
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Figure 14 PDP of the omnidirectional channel in open

Tab.4 lists the delay spread and angle spread for

"

   

  

the two situations for the monolayer-glass door.
The different between the two material is that the
-50

spread of monolayer-glass would be little small. By
comparing the tests of the two materials of in different

X: 9
Y: -56.31

-60

scenarios, we conclude that our measurements have a
-70

In the measurement result for the two scenarios,
the different scenario provide different channel
environments but the results are similar. we conclude
that, the new propagation channel (outdoor-to-indoor)
does not generate new path

power/dB

certain credibility.

-80
-90

-100
-110

Compared with a traditional channel[10], and just
adds some penetration loss. Some small changes can
be considered, such as having a smaller spread in the
delay and angle[11].
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Figure 15 PDP of the omnidirectional channel in open
"

   

  

Table 4 The spread parameter of monolayer-glass door two
situations
spread parameter

open

close

delay spread/ns

4.23

2.79

angle spread/°

16.257 5

13.439 5

5 Conclusion
In this paper, two measurement systems for
? * @       

   



penetration loss and small-scale channel measurement
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were presented. The measurement system for

 \==>\     "= \   "  Q

penetration utilizes a signal source as a transmitter

mobile communications for 5G cellular: it will work![J]. IEEE
access, 2013, 1(1): 335-349.

and a spectrum analysis as the receiver. The
measurement system of small scale uses a VNA as
a transmitter and receiver. For the two measurement
system, we use different principles to calibrate and
measure data.
We determined the penetration loss of three
materials and explained the phenomenon of
fluctuation with increasing frequency. Finally, a test
of small scales of different materials in different
scenarios was conducted. The tests prove that the O2I
channel does not generate new paths and only adds
some penetration loss.
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